James Bourne was an elite special forces soldier chosen to undergo an operation that
gave him the ability to teleport and made him a one man war on terror. Now, after a series
of losses and betrayals, Bourne is striking out on his own, becoming the anti-terrorism
vigilante known only as…

Previously…
Solo is the best of the best…but no one else knows it. Especially
not S.H.I.E.L.D. Commander Dum Dum Dugan, who has hired him
to rescue an undercover agent and stop the sale of dangerous
extraterrestrial weapons on Earth. Little does Solo know that
Dugan is setting him up to take the fall…
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now.

a land scorched by
both the sun and bandits.

then.

shock knuckles.

what,
like it’s
impossible?
it was only
a matter of
time before
they took
me out of
the red
file.
can’t
keep talent
like this on
the shelf.

s.h.i.e.l.d.
you’re working
for s.h.i.e.l.d.

nobody
gets
out of
the red
file…

…that’s
the point of
the red file.

nobody
until me,
then. this is your
problem, cat. you
underestimate
me.

image inducer, mark ii.

“what did
I tell you
about calling
me ‘cat’?”

what did
I tell you
about going in
on me for no
reason?
whatever,
humphrey.
so what’s
the gig?

“simple
extract.
“some basic agent
was doing recon on a
new gunrunner crew.
the zoo family?”

it's
james,
dammit.

“never heard
of them.”

“yeah, well. the op’s
going south. I’m supposed
to pull this guy out.

“maybe clean
up his mess
if I can.

“so, don’t
get on my
case, okay?
“none of these
guys are in
my league.”

grayle kenton.
how they hangin’, ol’ buddy? the
directions were okay?

didn’t
haul my
REDACTED
[redacted]
out here to be
exposed like
this, leo.

exposed?
nobody’s exposed,
baby.

are
you mad? we’re
standing right
REDACTED
under a [redacted]
open sky just
chockablock with
drones and sateyes.

getting shy
in your old age,
baas kenton?
fair enough.
yo! otter.
bear. gimme
shelter,
brothers.

you
got it,
leo.

